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the right training starts with the right gear.
5982 – Sleeves

Yurkiw Harness

Complete line of training and trial sleeves,
from soft puppy and intermediate to trial
sleeves. Our 5980 sleeve has extended
depth in the bite bar. Perfect for those large
males who constantly bite over the bite
bars into the hard plastic barrel portion
of the sleeve, this may teach the
larger dogs to back off the bite to the
softer portion of the sleeve.

Named after the Police K-9 Officer Dave Yurkiw
who created the design. The Yurkiw Protection
and Tracking Dog Harness is the most versatile
dog harness we have ever built. The Yurkiw
Protection and Tracking Dog Harness is a
favorite with Police K-9 Officers.
Studies have shown that
a K-9 can track much
longer by attaching
the tracking line
though our custom build quick
on and off brace
to the side ‘D’ rings,
this takes the stress off
the neck and spine,
displacing it across the chest
of the K-9.

51326 – Hidden Sleeve

56305 – Heavy Bite Suit
The long and extra wide sleeves prevent bruising. The sleeves come with a built-in hand
protector; the sleeve can be unlaced from the
inside of the suit. Great for young dogs when
starting on a suit; you can actually slip the
sleeve of the suit right off to reward the dog
by winning the sleeve. The sleeves can be easily replaced, MUCH less money than replacing
the whole suit. The jacket has covered front
buckles sealed with Velcro fastenings and an
extra high collar for safety. The pants have leg
openings with Velcro fastenings to easily pull
them on and off.

Equipment Bag
Equipment scattered all over your
vehicle, not with
this bag, heavy
canvas equipment
bag with a shoulder strap that can hold up to 3 sleeves and
all the accessories that go with training.
217040 – Size: 40" x 20" x 18" – $39.99

Hidden sleeve made of very durable cottonsynthetic material. Very thick padding with an
additional strong leather inlay and a soft
inner lining. Sleeve is lace-up style
for perfect fit!

Bungee Line
NO MORE LOOPS AND CLUMSY HOOKS FOR YOU
AND YOUR DOG TO GET TANGLED UP IN.
Dogsport Gear has a unique way of making
Bungee Line. We take high quality Shock Cord and insert
it inside tubular webbing.
The webbing is then
bunched up to allow
the line to stretch out.
Available in our standard 5/8" lengths of
10', 15', and 20'.
Custom lengths can be
made as well.

Phone & Fax: 888/856-2076 • www.dogsportgear.com














































to advertise in the
Event Catalogues
or even more
……………..…...contact us
West Coast German Shepherd SC

Web:

C/O 4415 Dawn Drive, Delta BC Canada V4K 4P7

www.wcgssc.com

Our Events
Invitational Work Week
This annual event fosters the exchange of information between the very best and those
interested in becoming the very best

Seminars, workshops and conferences
Activities held to educate interested people in the responsible and competitive ownership
of dogs

Sport and Competition
Events held regularly promoting friendly and healthy competition from the novice to the
world class competitor.

West Coast Triple Crown
This event is a series of 3 open competitions combined into a year long event and is in part,
used to raise funds to support the other initiatives.

Police dog fund raiser
Combining the support of the community and business, with our expertise

Police dog vest fund raiser
Funds raised will be used to purchase and donate vests to local police dogs units

Team Canada (WUSV) World Championship
Funds raised are used in support of West Coast GSSC club members and Team Canada.

All about Work Week

Our sponsors

The event is designed to immerse
everyone in the sport for 5 days. We
schedule the meals and evening social
time immediately after the day’s training
because we want the social time after
training to be an opportunity for
everyone to relax together and review
the events of the day.

Work Week is a unique and significant
event on the international dog event
calendar.

The social side is extremely important
and an integral part of the event. We see
this time as the best opportunity to get
to know each other, discuss the events
of the day, past experiences and special
times in the sport. It gives everyone a
chance to build relationships and
establish contacts for the future and
brings the Schutzhund sport world a
little closer for everyone.
What will be covered?
Training and demonstrations of
techniques will continue all day with
plenty of opportunity to practice with
your own dog under the guidance of
experienced handlers. In addition,
multiple short workshops will be
conducted daily on aspects of training,
canine behavior, competing, handling,
protocol, sportsmanship, judging, trial
helper work and training helper work.
Who will be here?
Traditionally there are trainers,
handlers, helpers and judges from
North America, Hawaii, Australia and
Europe providing the opportunity to
discuss and exchange ideas with a
cross section of experienced handlers.

The sponsors and corporate partners
help to make this event bigger more
comprehensive and to expand our
capabilities to reach a broader base
within the communities we all reside.
We urge you all to support these
businesses at every opportunity and
let them know where you found out
about them.

Our
Major Sponsors

“At stud to approved bitches”

Basko vom Rohnsaler Bach
SG SchH3 FH

KK1

Hips: OFA Good

Elbows: normal

Sire: Tom van’t Leefdaalhof SchH 3 IP3 (World Champion)
Dam: Igruschka von Karthago SchH 3
Basko is a 4 year old powerful, strong nerved structurally correct sable of
medium size.
Basko is clear in the head but brings real seriousness into the protection
work. He also brings high energy and drive into the obedience work, but
exudes calmness and a very intense demeanor in the tracking phase.
.

Intimidating

.

“he doesn’t search for the helper, he hunts for
the helper”
F.Mensing GSSCC/SV
For more information contact:

Ted Gerela

tgerela1@telus.net

(604) 534 6117

Why is the German Shepherd Dog so
successful
The German shepherd dog is renowned for its versatility and
that ability is not an accident. It is a product of a very
deliberate strategy.

Training – Testing - Certification - Breeding
German Shepherd dogs, like people have a variety of
personalities and temperament characteristics. Some are the
strong silent type, some are loud and obnoxious and others are
meek, mild and sensitive and others still are silly, playful and
easily distracted. In order to identify the characteristics that are
ideal for specific duties they need to be tested in a way that
showcases their character and their versatility.
German Shepherd dogs are legendary in their ability to work in
extreme environmental conditions such as earthquakes,
avalanches and risky situations such as war zones. They are
able to handle extreme weather conditions, ranging from the
desert to the far north. They have the physical and mental
toughness to handle adversity and the resolve to overcome
confrontation, duress and hardship, even over extended periods
of time.
Active service dogs may have to respond several times during the
course of their regular duty shift and that could require it to
apply any or all of those skills. The dog must be able to adapt
quickly and confidently to a provocative situation in one instance
and then respond to a search and rescue situation without
missing a beat or confusing the task at hand.
The competitive dog sport of Schutzhund is the temperament
testing utilized by German Shepherd breeders. It is the most
difficult and complex of all dog sports. It combines 3 separate
phases into one competition. The three phases of tracking,
obedience and protection are linked through the concept of
control in any situation.
The goal of such a complex and challenging venue is to prove
and document the versatility, resolve, trainability and mental &
physical fitness of the dog.
Schutzhund is a competitive testing process that provides a
means to identify dogs with desirable qualities of character and
physical structure. Once tested the dogs are certified and
awarded titles. The certification process identifies dogs with
those special characteristics and promotes them into the
breeding program.

Von Rotkaeppchen

German Shepherds
Introduces

Nadja vom Schroeder Haus
DOB 09-09-2007

Smart & Sassy –
Always ahead of the game
Daughter of renowned producer out of WUSV Champion
Tom van't Leefdaalhof:

V Ellute von der Mohnwiese
SCHH3 Kkl 1 2 X BSP, LGA,
and

SG Pina vom Haus Salztalblick
SchH3, FH1, Kkl 1
Daughter of Ellex vom Salztalblick, 2005 Bundesleistungssieger

For more information contact:

Connie Doan cedoan@uniserve.com (604) 826-9644
Mission BC Canada

Work Week Menu
Daily fresh baking in the morning
All lunches: $8.00
All Dinners: $15.00
includes dessert
Tuesday
Appetizers Trays of: Assorted Hot & cold appetizers
Wednesday
Lunch –Souvlaki marinated pork in a pita bread
with tzatziki and Greek salad
Dinner –Baked Ham, Scalloped Potatoes, Cole
Slaw, dessert
Thursday
Lunch – Open Faced Broiled Chicken Salad
sandwich with crispy Cheese topping
Soups - TBA
Dinner - Tender pasta in tomato Sauce with
braised Italian Sausage
Caesar Salad & garlic Bread ,dessert
.
Friday
Lunch – Hunters hearty stew & rolls c/w Green
Salad
.
Dinner – Traditional German c/w Roast Pork loin
Mashed Potatoes, Red Cabbage and Fresh seasonal
vegetables, dessert
Saturday
Lunch – Homemade chicken stew with dumplings,
tossed salad
Dinner – Bernie’s Feast!
Prime rib with all the fix’ins
Specialty dessert by Chef Bernard;
Sunday
Lunch – to be announced

Tuesday Feb 17 2009
6:30pm Welcome function
Registrations & Introductions &
Information
Complimentary food provided
Beverages available
Casual dress
Welcome function sponsored by:

Door prize sponsor

Vom Haus Bergblick
GermanShepherds

GRADLYN KENNELS

Worldwide Transport of
German Shepherds
Cargo City North Gate 26 – Building 458
D-60549 Frankfurt/M. – Airport
Germany
For shipping prices from Germany to
USA and Canada please contact us
per e- mail or
Phone (011 49) – (0)69 – 6971 254 - 0
Fax
(011 49) – (0)69 – 6971254 - 25

www.PETSHIPPING.com

-

Wednesday Feb 18 2009
8:30am - Meeting at tracking field
8:40am Tracking Overview & Demonstrations
12:30pm Lunch
Lunch Sponsored
by:

Ellis Packaging

1:15pm Obedience Overview & Demonstrations
4:00pm Protection Overview & Demonstrations
6:30pm Dinner
Dinner
Sponsored
by:

Door Prize
Sponsored by:

-

Thursday
8:30am

Meeting at tracking field
Tracking Practical

12:30pm

Lunch

Lunch
Sponsored by:

1:15pm
4:00pm
6:30pm
Dinner
Sponsored
by:

Door Prize
Draw
Sponsored by:

Obedience Overview & Practical
Protection Overview & Practical
Dinner

Danish delight

SG

Satoris Darko
Hips: normal

Sch2 KKL2

Elbows: clear

Sire: Hutch vom Dunklen Zwinger SchH 3
Dam:
Satoris Qualli BHP1
Line breeding: none

Darko is a confident and outgoing male who is proving to be
very guidable and enthusiastic about the work.
Dynamic and attentive, he is impressive as he glides through
the obedience exercises.
He strikes with power and often brings a look of surprise
from the helpers who work him the first time. He is young
now but will garner a lot of attention as he starts to compete.
For more information contact:

Gerhard Rohde crohde1.@shaw.ca (604) 581 8062

Wear Red on Friday
By wearing something red on Friday we honour our soldiers
& police who are in far away and dangerous places protecting
those who cannot defend themselves.
Wearing red on Friday says we support them and have not
forgotten them.

-

Friday
Meeting at the club grounds
Tracking theory
Obedience Overview & practical

8:30am
8:40am
10:00am

Lunch

12:30pm
Lunch
Sponsored
by:

1:15pm

Protection theory & practical

6:30pm

Dinner

Dinner
Sponsored
by:
Door Prize
Sponsored by:

Vom Haus Bergblick
German Shepherds

www.committedtocanine.com

-

Saturday
8:30am
8:40am

Meeting at club house
Obedience
Demonstrations & Practice time

12:30

Lunch

Lunch
Sponsored
by:

1:15 pm

Protection
Theory, demonstrations & practical

6:30pm

Main Dinner

Specialty appetizers & desserts donated by
Legendary Master Chef, Bernard Hoodless

Celebrity Chef for the Main Dinner

Main
Dinner
Sponsored by:

Door Prize
Draw Sponsored by:

Recently imported from Germany





Boss is a large, substantial male with good bone and strong dark color. This is an
energetic and sure dog with a passion to work. Expressive and attentive through out all
aspects of every phase. He has a sleeve crushing grip and a smirk when he does it

Line breeding:
Fero Zeuterner Himmelreich 5 - 4
Troll bosen Nachbarschaft 5 - 3

Hips & Elbows Normal

Gary v.d. Sandkautschneise Sch3
Sire:

Mink v. d. Saltztal-Hohe Sch3
Nandy v.d. Jungen Hansen Sch3 FH1
Rocky v.d. Zingelgarten Sch3 FH1 IPO3 (SG WUSV)

Dam:

Leila v.d. Roederburg Sch1
Baronesse v.d. Roederburg Sch3 FH1 IPO3

For more information;
Helen Jones helencoxjones@hotmail.com 250 830 4176

-

Sunday
9:00am

Meeting at club house

Obedience & Demonstrations

Practice time
Lunch

12:30
Lunch
Sponsored
by:

1:15 pm

Protection theory,

demonstrations & practical

Door
Prize
Sponsor:
4:00ish pm Closing and farewell

8th place 2007 BSP
98-94-94/284 SG

Körklasse 1
Sire:
Dam:

Hips & elbows a- normal

WOTAN vom BÄRENFANG
YESSI vom FUCHSSTEIN

THE FIRST STEP IN TRAINING IS SETTING THE GOAL
Where you intend to be when the
training is finished and the
competing starts dictates the
training program and the methods
that need to be applied.
It is normal for a novice handler to
see the Sch1/IPO1 level as a
tremendous goal and that needs to be
encouraged. It is also absolutely
normal for that same handler to then
turn their sights on the next level up.
This is a normal and essential process
for the growth and learning curve of
the new competitor. Things change
once those objectives have been
achieved and then “my next dog will
be much better” is the next phrase
out of their mouths. However they are
destined to repeat that process to a
great degree unless they can get some
credible information and implement
some very effective improvements to
their training program.
Work Week training is focusing on
achieving the podium at the world
Championship level. With that
objective, excellent (V) in all three
phases is necessary. Those valuable
last four points in each phase are the
most difficult to acquire and are
certainly needed to reach that goal.
They are gained and/or lost in the
very basic components of each
exercise as they are first taught.
In order to achieve these goals the
handler needs to follow a very
deliberate process for teaching and
securing the dog through each stage
of training.

To meet the criteria of precision as
well as immediate and willing
compliance, handlers have to be fully
aware of the dog’s likely responses to
the demands of training. The
understanding of canine behavior is a
crucial tool for the handler.
To develop a highly competitive team,
the handler must have a thorough
understanding of the trial regulations
and how the individual exercises
must be shown. In addition the
handler must have a very clear
picture of how the exercises should be
presented to gain the maximum
credit.
Training a dog is a lot like setting out
to climb the highest mountain. Short
cuts and missed fundamentals cause
the end result to be less than
expected. Unfortunately when the
work is done the handler can find
that they are on the wrong mountain
with only a view of Excellent.




Setting the goal continued

Being close to a V (excellent) seems
like such a short way to go from SG,
but in fact to get there means going
back to the beginning and finding the
missing pieces. Those missing pieces
that limit the handler to a high (SG)
very good are found in the basics. To
get from very good to Excellent, the
handler has to go back and fix the
basics. That is a much longer trip.

The will to win is
important….. But……..
The will to prepare is
essential

What the dog learns first is very often
the first choice of action when under
stress, even after significant
retraining has been done. Short cuts
in training to get an intermediate title
easily become the first learned
behavior.
Setting personal training milestones
or objectives of Sch/IPO1 or
Sch/IPO2 levels will cause you to
compromise the training process to

achieve those insignificant targets and
could result in tedious retraining and
unnecessary stress to change the
improperly learned exercise.
For those of you with Championship
competition in mind, stay focused on
the end goal and don’t change or
compromise that agenda to get the
intermediate titles.
Those intermediate titles will come in
due course and really won’t be a
measure of you or your dog.

Upcoming Litter announcement
Line breeding 2-3
on

World Champion

Tom van't Leefdaalhof
Basko vom Rohnsaler Bach
SchH3, FH, KK1 OFA Good
Sire: Tom van't Leefdaalhof
Dam: Igruschka von Karthago

Basko is a 4 year old powerful, strong nerved structurally correct sable of
medium size. Basko is clear in the head yet brings seriousness into the protection
work. He brings high energy and drive into the obedience work, but exudes
calmness and a very intense demeanor in the tracking phase

Tabor von der Adelegg
SchH2 KKl

hips “ a” normal - SV (HD 73)

Sire: Ellute von der Mohnwiese
Dam: Desch von der Adelegg
Tabor

Tabor is a medium size, high drive, and extremely confident female. She
has a genetically full grip in bite work and a super nose in tracking. In all
phases of her work, she is balanced with a high desire to please. All of
these attributes she has passed on to her offspring.

For more information about this outstanding breeding
Contact: Chet Dennis

chetdennis@yahoo.com 253-797-6201

Reservations for puppies accepted now

Litter available in May 2009

WHAT YOUR DOG NEEDS TO SHOW YOU BEFORE YOU INVEST IN TRAINING IT FOR
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION.
Good hips and elbows are a must
before wasting valuable time on a dog
that will breakdown just when the
serious competition starts. They can
be checked as early as 6-7 months
and will give a good indication at that
time if there are any major faults.
High energy and persistent prey drive,
generally to the point of annoyance is
an ideal measure.
A tendency to pack things around in
the mouth is definitely a plus.
Resilience & tenacity
The ideal puppy needs to demonstrate
a strong tendency to hit back, get a
little angry and bite when pestered
and handled roughly.
Active behavior
It also needs to show a willingness to
start those little altercations and be
able to endure a little rough play. If
the puppy does not fight back a little
when roughed up in play, or even
worse avoids such situations, sell it. It
will do the same thing when it gets a
correction or gets some stress
accidentally i.e.: having its foot
accidentally stepped on.
If it goes over the top and gets very
aggressive and bites with tremendous
seriousness, causing you to doubt its
sanity, call me and we can talk.
Active behavior
From the beginning the puppy should
be able to start (read initiate) playing
on its own. By this we mean that the
dog should be naturally able to come
to the handler and initiate play
activities. This behaviour should be

encouraged and cultivated throughout
the developmental and training
programs.
Playing
The dog must have the desire to
interact physically in a social manner
with the handler in activities that
include everything from cuddling to
roughhousing and in between. The
puppy and as it becomes an adult dog
has to have the interest and the
enthusiasm to interact, chase, rough
house and generally have fun with
being with the handler.
Leadership
The puppy/young dog must be very
comfortable to be number 2 in the
order of dominance. Dogs that find
being second in command
uncomfortable are sometimes
reluctant followers and can be
contrary when the demands of
precision are placed on them.

SG

Zando vom Cap Arkona
SchH3
Hips: a normal

Elbows: normal ZW 72

An extraordinary 3 phase dog.
Substantial

Powerful

Relentless.

Nick vom Heiligenbosch
Sire : Melano vom Cap Arkona
Fenia vom Busecker Schloss
Greg von der Zitadellenburg
Dam: Branka vom Harhof
Hanka vom Antares

Line breeding; 4 -5 Greif Lahntal
For more information contact:

Vom Haus Bergblick lrcollins@shaw.ca (604) 308 3187

Managing Stress in training
When the ultimate goal of the handler
is to present their dog in a
spellbinding performance that quiets
the murmur of the crowd and brings
tears to the eyes of the passionate,
the subtle elements of training
become critical.
Only when the team is merged into a
single fluid motion, moving as one in
rhythm and unison can a timestopping moment be achieved. For a
handler to achieve such an objective
the dog must be absolutely confident.
CONFIDENCE IS MANIFESTED AS AN
EXPRESSION
To achieve this confidence, having to
resolve problems by itself should be a
normal training situation for the dog.
The dog must be taught that there is
always a solution to the difficulty and
no stress will come if it remains
committed to solving the problem by
itself. The dog must adamantly
believe in a solution!
Training (and learning) is a process
developed in the three major steps of
Showing, Proofing and Securing.
Proofing cannot come before showing.
Showing the dog an exercise
(motivationally manipulating) utilizes
the application of positive
consequences exclusively and is
usually taught in an environment that
is distraction free.
Proofing the dog in an exercise
requires the strategic introduction of
distractions and the application of
negative consequences (corrections/

stress) and positive consequences
(satisfaction/reward). A dog that is
made to be clearly aware of the
consequences of wrong decisions and
the benefits of correct decisions will
be dependable and precise in the
work. Proofing is dependant on the
dog first having a demonstrable
understanding of the exercise in a
motivational, distraction free
environment.
In the early stages of performing
under distraction, corrections should
not be administered for the dog
making errors or having difficulty in
complying exactly with directions
from the handler. That is to say the
dog’s intent or commitment is initially
more important than exactness.
Rewarding the commitment is a
small, but crucial, confidence builder
for the dog, which provides the
handler with a foundation on which to
build precision.
Securing
Excellence is a product of the
confidence that is generated when the
dog successfully executes the
handler’s commands. This is
achievable only when the
consequences are clearly and
absolutely consistently applied.
Successful repetition is the key to the
dog being secure in its ability to
control the level of stress while
working. With the repeated and
consistent experience of pleasant
rewards for correct decisions and
unpleasantness for incorrect decisions
the dog is able to make choices that
control stress.


PRESENTS



SG

Yoschy vom Steintal

Hips: a normal

Elbows: nnormal

SchH3

ZW 77

Convincing power and energy in every aspect
2008 World Championships
24th place SG
Sire: SG – Justin vom Pendel Bach SchH 3 (V BSP)
Dam: SG – Kira von Karthago SchH 3
Line breeding: 5 – 5 Sagus Busecker Schloss

SG

Zando vom Cap Arkona
Hips: a normal

Elbows: normal

SchH3

ZW 78

Substantial Powerful Dominating Relentless
……….and very quick
Sire : V - Melano vom Cap Arkona Sch3 FH1
Dam: SG - Branka vom Harhof Sch 3
Line breeding; 4 -5 Greif Lahntal

G

Ondra vom Essenbach
Hips: a normal

ZW 90

The newest addition to our future breeding program
She brings a serious attitude with or without the sleeve.
Sire: Tom von der Wilhelmseiche SchH 3 (SG LGA) IPO 3
Dam: Biene von Ubernthal SchH 2
Line breeding: none

Vom Haus Bergblick
gchoffmann@shaw.ca & lrcollins@shaw.ca
(604) 596 6707 fax

14155 57Ave Surrey BC Canada V3X 2W6

Managing Stress in training con’t

Having the control of stress levels by
making choices gives the dog the
feeling of comfort.
To be effective, a correction should
not be given in such a manner that
the force or method of correction
solves the problem for the dog.
For example;
While tracking, a dog searches an area
next to the track and has decided to
continue to search further away from
the track.
The correction for the incorrect
decision to search farther in a
direction where there is no track
should not move the dog back to the
track. The correction should only
block the dog’s willingness to
continue to pursue the incorrect
decision. After the correction, the
difficulty for the handler is in keeping
the dog working by itself until the dog
resolves the problem.
In order for the dog to clearly
understand (and learn), it must
experience the incorrect decision
and the consequences of that
decision.
When the dog receives stress for the
decision to respond incorrectly to a
command, the stress should be
significant enough to make the dog
unwilling to continue with the
undesired response but not so
significant as to make the dog
unwilling to keep working to find a
better way to success.
Having the freedom to work out
problems is essential for the
confidence and well being of the dog.
It is the single most important

concept for consistent and reliable
competition results and it is the single
most important factor in the
relationship between the dog and
handler. It builds trust.
Irreversible tentativeness will be
created if the dog is stressed (with
compulsion) for having difficulty while
actively trying to solve problems.
Artificial time limits (enforced by
handler corrections) to find the
solution will result in stresses that
prevent the dog from enthusiastically
working through a difficulty. Should a
dog learn that after a period of time
the stress will come regardless of the
effort, the dog will become more
concerned about the impending stress
than solving the problem.
A dog that consciously makes
decisions which avoid stress and
generate rewards is comfortable in the
working environment. Comfort results
in confidence.
The handler’s ability to balance the
dog’s motivation for correct work and
stress for contrary decisions will
dictate the picture of the finished
work.






TEACHING IN STEPS
Training incorporates three sequential
phases of learning:
Showing/motivation,
Proofing/pleasant & unpleasant
consequences,
Securing/understanding and
confidence through successful
repetition & pleasant consequences
COMPONENTS
Structure of exercises
All required exercises demonstrated in
the trial/competition and key
elements of those exercises are
comprised of basic components.
The ideal approach to developing an
excellent exercise is to teach each of
the components that make up the
exercise separately, taking each
through the three steps of learning
before incorporating them into a
complete exercise.
TEACHING ORDER
The strategy for teaching an exercise
is to teach the components of that
exercise starting at the end and
progress back to the beginning.

What the dog has to demonstrate last
in each exercise is the first piece of
the puzzle the dog should be taught.
This allows the dog to always be
moving forward into a very familiar
situation.
DIRECTLY LINKED TO OTHER
EXERCISES THROUGH COMMON
COMPONENTS
Components of an individual exercise
can be found in many other exercises
and because of that, exercises cannot
be learned in isolation without having
an impact or influence on those other
exercises. That influence carries on
through to other phases as well.
If a component or aspect of an
exercise is incorrectly introduced it
will be incorrect in every area of
influence, resulting in multiple point
loss from a single fault.

SG

Yoschy vom Steintal

SchH3

2008 WUSV World Championships SG 24th place

Hips: a normal

Elbows: nnormal

ZW 77

Sire: SG – Justin vom Pendel Bach SchH 3 (V BSP)
Dam: SG – Kira von Karthago SchH 3
Line breeding: 5 – 5 Sagus Busecker Schloss

Relentless, dominating and convincing
He is fast and extremely energetic in both obedience &
protection, yet remains calm and intense in tracking.

Explosive in the long attack
Vom Haus Bergblick
Dr. Gabi Hoffmann gchoffmann@shaw.ca (604) 308 2638

Opposite Response reflex
Dogs naturally respond to pushes and
pulls by acting in an opposite
manner.
Pulling on the leash in either
direction, pushing down or pulling up
on the dog results in an opposite
direction reaction. This behavior is a
valuable asset in influencing the
training of a dog and can
substantially reduce the levels of
stress needed to block behavior and
to positively influence the dog’s
decision-making process.
Correcting the dog in the direction of
the desired response requires much

more stress because it takes a
significant level of stress to block the
opposite response reflex plus the
stress to cause the dog to change
behavior.
Deliberately using a correction that
also incorporates the opposite
response reflex allows the dog to react
to avoid the correction in a natural
and constructive manner and
eliminates the need to block the
opposite response reflex. This
application results in a significant
reduction in the amount of stress
required to cause the behavior
change.



Dahlia Tubers and Cut Flowers.
1787 RYAN RD. E COMOX,BC V9M 4C7
250- 339-1796
Karen and Bill ddandc@shaw.ca

http://ddcdahlias.myphotoalbum.com/

Dago vom Sattelberg
SchH3

Hips: OFA good

Elbows: clear

Sire: Orry vom Gehrenmoos SchH 3 (V5 WUSV)
Dam: Utta von den Jungen Hansen IPO 3
Line breeding:

3 - 4 Half vom Ruhbachtal
3 – 4 Yoschy von der Dollenwiese
4,4 – 4,5,5 T litter Bosen Nachbarschaft

Austrian Assassin
Don’t be fooled by the flowery setting. Dago is the real thing. He is
explosive and serious in every aspect. This dog brings real power and
confident aggression and has the ideal balance of drives and
temperament for police, service K9 and serious sport dogs.
His most recent breedings have produced dogs now working as Police
K9’s, Search and Rescue and sport dogs
For more information contact:

Mark Gomersall mcgomersall@comcast.net (425) 283 7824

TEACHING THE RETRIEVE
The retrieving exercises are arguably
the most complicated exercises to
teach in terms of the number of
different ‘pieces’ involved, and they
are also the most expensive in terms
of potential points to lose in a trial. It
is rare to see a retrieve in a trial that
is carried out with speed and
precision in all the details, and one
where the dog comes back with the
dumbbell as fast, or faster, than it ran
out to the dumbbell. This article will
present a sound training methodology
for this high points exercise as
developed by Lance Collins.
There are many aspects of the
training process that are very
important yet too detailed to describe
in this article. Therefore the
description of the training
methodology presented here is a brief
sample, and should not be taken as a
recipe for the steps involved.
Lance breaks down the entire
retrieving exercises into their separate
pieces and teaches each piece
separately in a very structured and
systematic way. Retrieving consists of
some component pieces (e.g. sit,
straight, attention, hold, out, here)
which, in order to create the ideal trial
exercise, are put together in a
sequence of: sit straight at heel,
attentive, run to dumbbell, clean pick
up, immediate turn, fast return, calm
and firm hold of dumbbell with no
chewing, straight and attentive front
sit, clean out, straight and attentive
finish. Then there is also jumping,
ideally carried out with power and
without touching (1 m). From this it
can be seen that there are more
separate pieces in a retrieve than in
any other exercise. This is one of the
reasons that it is difficult to achieve
an excellent graded exercise.

The prerequisites for starting the
retrieve training is that the dog can
perform a solid sit with attention
under distraction. This sounds simple
but it is surprising how many dogs
cannot maintain absolute attention
when there are strong distractions
nearby (e.g. someone swinging a large
tug right near them). The dog also
needs to understand the front sit
prior to pairing the holding of the
dumbbell with the return. The front
sit must be absolutely clear and
secure for the dog separately before it
is put together with the hold.
Following is an overview of the steps
that Lance uses to teach the retrieve.
Transition 1
Hold
 Taking
 Moving forward to taking
 Moving forward to taking with
resistance
Transition 2
Front position
 Fighting to remain in the front
position
 Driving into the front position from
distance
 Driving into the front position from
distance with resistance
Transition 3
Hold & front position
 Hold & fighting to remain in front
position
 Hold & driving in to front position
 Hold & driving in to front position
with resistance
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Transition 4
Basic position
 Moving forward to taking
 Moving forward to taking and
returning to the front position
o Moving forward to taking
from a lower position of the
dowel and returning to the
front position
o Moving forward to taking
from the ground and
returning to the front
position
o Increasing distance
o Increasing distance with
resistance in both directions
Transition 5
Jumping (all types of jumps)
 Proofing the jumping
o Jumping with dowel
 Jumping with
dumbbell

The first step in the sequence that
Lance teaches is the hold. Normally
the dog would have some previous
understanding of ‘hold’ and ‘out’ due
to the earlier structured tug play work
(not covered in this article). Lance
teaches the hold on a wooden dowel
rather than a dumbbell. This is in
order for the handler to be able to
correct for the dog’s chewing or sloppy
holding in an unambiguous way. In
other training methods the dog is
frequently corrected for chewing while
it is still holding the dumbbell. When
first starting to teach the hold, this
can confuse the dog as we are trying
to teach it that holding the dowel is a
good thing. If corrections for chewing
are given the dog may associate these
with the actual holding of the object.
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However, with the use of a dowel, if
the dog has a loose grip or chews on
the dowel (which has a string tied to
one end) the handler or a second
person can easily pull the dowel
completely out of the dog’s mouth. It
is at this point that stress/corrections
are applied which
make it clear to the dog that not
holding brings on the correction. The
dowel is replaced in the dog’s mouth
at which point the correction ceases.
The dog is reinforced for good work
with high level prey rewards.
When the dog has learned to hold the
dowel with a firm and calm grip, the
next stage is to teach the dog to reach
for it. This reaching for it is gradually
extended and made more difficult (e.g.
by the use of a bungee), which
ensures that the dog must drive out
to the dowel in order to be successful.
Lance uses resistance, in the form of
tension on a long line by a second
handler, to push the dog for a more
intense effort in all stages of training.
The second handler can apply tension
to ensure that the dog is putting in a
substantial effort for each of the
relevant steps.
This amount of resistance must be
carefully dosed according to the
temperament and experience level of
the dog. Initially this could just
involve tiny amounts of tension. As
soon as the dog puts in the requisite
effort (again appropriate to its
temperament and experience level) it
is allowed to be successful. If the
amount of resistance/tension is too
overwhelming in the beginning the
dog will just give up. The dog will feel
it is being corrected for attempting to
do just what you would like it to do.

The second handler also blocks the
dog when necessary – that is when
the dog is not putting in an
appropriate effort. Blocking means
completely stopping the dog from
being able to reach the dumbbell for
example. Then, if the dog does not try
and fix this problem, the
stress/corrections are applied.
The way that the long line and
resistance is utilized, in particular,
the process of blocking the dog and
applying corrections/stress is very
important. If the dog does not put in
the appropriate amount of effort at
any point, the dog is blocked from
being successful by being stopped
completely. At this point if the dog
does not try to fix the situation,
stress/corrections are applied.
However, the crucial part is that if the
dog does try to fix the situation (e.g.
fighting hard to move towards the
dumbbell) then no corrections are
applied and the dog is allowed to
proceed. In this way the dog learns to
put in an intense effort. If corrections
were to be applied when the dog was
attempting to fix the problem, this
would prevent the dog from trying in
future – the opposite of what we are
trying to teach.
There is another very important point
in the application of
corrections/stress which needs to be
understood in order to maximize the
process. That is, at no time is the dog
forced to do anything, either move
towards the dumbbell or take the
dumbbell in its mouth or return to
the handler. Because this is a crucial
point it is worth repeating: the dog is
never forced to do anything.
However, if the dog makes choices
(i.e. behaves in a certain way)
considered undesirable, the
stress/corrections are applied
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appropriate to the individual dog’s
threshold and in keeping with its
experience level in the training
program. Importantly, the
stress/correction is also applied in a
neutral way (i.e. not in a way that
fixes the behaviour for the dog). For
example, if the dog is not in the right
position, corrections are not given in a
way that pushes the dog into the
desired position. The dog must adjust
its own behaviour to choose the right
position. (Naturally the desired
behaviour would have been previously
shown/taught to the dog in a
motivational way.)
One of the critical aspects to teaching
a dog to work constructively through
the application of corrections, and
with a positive expression, is that the
dog must have control over the
corrections (i.e. the ability to turn off
the stress) by actively choosing an
alternative behaviour.

Ascomannis Iro VPG1 Straight German Working Line Pedigree
Bred to

S’lichobor Gvadalahara

SchH3 IPO3 ZDP SG 1B Hips: excellent

When the pressure comes she clamps down more.
One of the very few Dobi Bitches in North America with SchH 3 & IPO

For more information contact: Steve Burger
Von Rosamburg Dobermanns steven.burger@comcast.net (360) 303 6334

Litter announcement

- Reclain – Recondition – Reconstruct – Recover - Regenerate – Rehabilitate – Revivify - Restore -

CARDIO-CORE
BOOTCAMP
INCLUDES:

• Core Conditioning with a focus on improving functional strength
• Interval Training
• Exercises to keep you strong and injury free
• Resistance Training
• Cardio for walkers and runners • Strength Training

WALNUT GROVE & MURRAYVILLE
4 Week Program - 3 or 5 Day!
Call Melissa @ 604-341-0287 or
Register Online: www.corebootcamp.com

“Reg and Melissa have encouraged me
to push myself to places I never thought
I could go, and helped me to reach goals
I once thought were unattainable!”
Monique

- Reclain – Recondition – Reconstruct – Recover - Regenerate – Rehabilitate – Revivify - Restore

Where do police dogs come from?
All German Shepherds of
today trace their roots back
through the sport of
Schutzhund and all Police
service German Shepherds of
today come from the
Schutzhund breeding
evaluation process. More and
more come directly from and
with Schutzhund 1 as a
foundation.
Over 110 years ago the idea of
developing a dog that could serve the
German military came to light. A
group of interested parties within the
military identified the requirements
that they wanted a dog to be able to
successfully and willingly do. The
success of hunting and herding dogs
provided the template.
The program to develop a dog with
the desired temperament and
behavioral characteristics began
with the establishment of an
evaluation process. Once set up a
variety of dogs from around
Germany were tested and the
successful ones were integrated into
the breeding program. The first
vestiges of today’s modern German
Shepherds were born
This program became very
successful and the success of the
dogs made them famous. This fame
resulted in many civilian people
becoming very interested in the dogs.
They formed training clubs and
actively pursued the training, testing
and breeding the successful dogs. It
is from this process the sport of
Schutzhund has evolved and with it

the modern German shepherd of
today.
With the proven success and
versatility of the German Shepherd
they quickly became the dog of
choice with police services in
Germany and that success has
been exported around the world.
While actively engaging in the
sport, the Schutzhund enthusiasts
are the people that have created
the world-wide pool of thousands
of German Shepherds that police,
search and rescue, customs and
military dogs have been drawn
from for over 110 years.

Schutzhund enthusiasts are
the “people behind the
people” who serve and
protect all of us.

STARTING THE DOG IN PROTECTION WORK WITH THE HELPER

A dog will never work to its peak
capability if the dog is not high in drive
and in the correct drive. The barking
indicates to the helper what drive the
dog is functioning in, and with that,
the level of drive the dog can bring.
Offensive fight drive is comprised of
prey drive and fight drive. The objective
of the training helper, in protection
work, is to cultivate a balance of prey
and fight drive. I compare it to a single
faucet where one tap is hot and the
other is cold. The objective is to turn
on both taps and get a balance of
water that is plentiful and comfortably
warm.
This exercise must be learned in the
initial stages of protection and is best
expressed from conflict.
Active versus reactive behavior;
It is absolutely essential that the dog
understands that its own activity
stimulates the helper into movement.
It is critical for dogs that lean heavily
towards prey drive, that this concept
be established prior to any biting.
Failure to establish this concept firmly
in the dog's mind will result in serious
problems in all out and hold phases.
In order to develop convincing bark
phases, we must ensure the dog sees a
still helper as a major stimulus. This
can be done most effectively over fight
drive and that fight drive is triggered
by defense drive.
This is accomplished by starting the
young dogs at a distance from the
helper. The helper is set on the field
before the dog is brought to the field.
The helper should be well away from
spectators standing quietly and
partially concealed.
When the dog comes onto the field it
should be brought to a position 20-25
meters from the concealed helper. The
dog should be brought onto the field
facing the helper and held with a
slightly tight short leash. The dog is
then brought towards the concealed

helper until the dog alerts on the
location where the helper is
hiding.
Once the initial position has been
taken, the handler should quietly
encourage the dog. If the dog
reacts to the helper the handler
can quietly praise and softly pet
the dog on the withers. If the
handler's praise distracts the dog
it must stop immediately.
If the dog does not alert to, or
challenge the helper, there are
several options, which can be
considered.
 From the concealed position
the helper can make some
movement and some noises
from this movement that can
bring more unsureness from
the dog, thereby stimulating a
defensive reaction.


The helper can move stealthily
closer and with a threatening
body position. Stern facial
expression, eye contact and
suspicious body movement can
add conflict that may create
the necessary unsureness in
the dog to stimulate a bark.

STARTING THE DOG IN PROTECTION
WORK WITH THE HELPER con’t.

The bark should cause a prey
movement reaction from the helper.
This movement or attraction should be
in direct proportion to the bark. A
short bark should bring a short
movement and then a resumption of
the pose that stimulated the
unsureness in the dog, which created
the urge to bark. By responding to
each bark with a comparable prey
movement, the dog will begin to get the
idea that it can control this potential
danger with barking, and get
satisfaction through the stimulation of
its prey drives which the helper brings
in movement following the defensive
bark.
The defensive activities of the dog are
rewarded by prey activities from the
helper. If the dog barks continuously
and intensively towards the helper the
helper is free to give continuous
reaction. Should the dog stop barking,
for whatever reason, the helper must
stop the prey movement immediately
and resume a still but suspicious
position.
Helpers must learn to be comfortable
with the concept that dogs are experts
in communicating through body
position and stance. “A picture is
worth a thousand words” is magnified
in the dog world.

West Coast Club rules
 Drive slowly on the 29Astreet
 Keep barking to a minimum - train the
dog to be quiet!
 Keep vehicle doors and canopies closed
to reduce barking unless the weather is too
warm (for the dog).
 Clean up after your dog and publicly
humiliate people who don't.
 Park along the west tree line. Back in
the vehicle with the dog facing to the trees
and park close together so everyone has
enough room.
 Do not park in Inge's reserved parking
spot by the clubhouse door.
 Only vehicles without dogs are
permitted to park next to club house
 Always respect the dog by training
before consuming any alcohol but feel free
to drink quickly to catch up after you have
finished training.
 If you drink alcohol, get a ride home.
 Do not honk your horn when you leave,
respect the neighbors.
 If you need help in training, ask
someone.
 Members must pay tabs in full every
month.
 Feel free to help out at any time. Pick
up trash, sweep the floor, take out the
trash, put trash in garbage cans, cut the
grass…………...feel free.
 The handler is responsible for buying a
round of drinks, for all who are present,
should their dogs defecate on the field.
 If you like the work of the helper with
your dog, spring for a beer for them after
training.
 Water bottles, pop cans and beer cans
are recyclable and are revenue for the club.
Please put them in the proper recycle
containers.
 Make friends, ring the bell.

Crusade Security Inc
Pen & Pad sponsor for the
2009 Invitational WorkWeek
www.crusadesecurity.ca

Cardio core
Draw sponsor for the 2009
Invitational WorkWeek

Dogsport Gear
Major sponsor for the 2009
Invitational WorkWeek

Local contacts

All About Pet Veterinary Clinic
#102 20058 Industrial Ave Langley
(604) 534 1300
Brookswood Veterinary
4059 200th St Langely BC
604 534 4174
24hr Emergency
Veterinary Clinic Langley
6325 204th St Langley
(604) 514 1711
Apple Medical Center
Walk in clinic – 604 576 1166
5626 177B St. (& No.10 Hwy.)

Schweikert
Major sponsor for the 2009
Invitational WorkWeek

Keys Please-

designated
drivers to drive you and your car
604 581 0558

Pacific Cabs –
Langley –
Cloverdale White Rock –
Surrey -

Ellis Packaging
Draw sponsor for the 2009
Invitational WorkWeek

Mt WashingtonAlpine
Resort
Draw sponsor for the 2009
Invitational WorkWeek

604
604
604
604

533
574
536
596

3333
5311
7666
6666

The Work Week is a special time and we
want to be sure that you arrive safely.

“Please do not drink and drive”
Please use the services that are listed here
to get you where you need to go safely.

